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We are 6 girls from the Paris Girls’ Ride with a challenge: to ride from Paris 
to Amsterdam on the bikes we ride every day - fixed gear or single speed.

Our vision is not only to push ourselves physically and mentally, but also to 
prove that we can accomplish this as everyday cyclists with no professional, 
and little long-distance, experience.

We have chosen to make this an all-women’s project because we hope to 
inspire other women to take up cycling at an active level. We wish to show 
that it does not have to be a male-dominated sport, or purely driven by com-
petition.

Cycling is an integral part of our way of life, and we wish to encourage others 
to embrace it likewise.

The Project :
6 girls, 6 bikes, 600 km, 6 days

Group photo just before Paris - Fontainebleau      © Renaud Skyronka



Amsterdam was chosen as an obvious desti-
nation when it comes to cycling - a true model 
city for the bicycle. This, to Parisian cyclists, 
is the promised land - where bicycle lanes do-
minate the roads and riding is not a constant 
struggle against other road users.

To get there, we will cross the gentle hills of 
Picardie and the open fields of Belgium, “le 
Plat Pays”, before reaching the coast and fo-
llowing it to Amsterdam.

Our arrival will take place on Friday 20th July, and we will be staying in Amsterdam for the weekend, with a 
special event ride organised by Pristine bike shop on Saturday 21st July.

For the length of our trip, we will be accompanied by Alexandre Rety, designated driver of the support van 
and professional photographer.

We also hope to raise enough funds to publish a book with the works of Alexandre Rety and Renaud Skyronka, 
who has already provided us with some beautiful portraits and photos.

There will be a special Paris - Amsterdam 
evening for our sponsors and friends held on 
Friday 12th July. We will be leaving Paris on 
Sunday 14th July, celebrating Bastille Day 
on the road.

Pristine’s shop in Amsterdam.     © Mash SF                    © Pristine

The  Route : 
Paris, Quesmy, Cambrai, Kortrijk, Antwerpen, 

Rotterdam, Amsterdam



Maps : 

#1 Paris-Quesmy : 121 km

#2 Quesmy-Cambrai : 73 km 

#3 Cambrai-Kortrijk : 90 km

#4 Kortrijk-Antwerpen : 104 km 

#5 Antwerpen-Rotterdam : 108 km

#6 Rotterdam-Amsterdam : 81 km



In financing this project, we wish to collaborate with companies who will support 
and reflect our motivation and ethic. 

Rapha not only produces excellent quality cycling clothing, but is one of the few 
brands to have a practical yet aesthetically pleasing range for women. Many brands 
do a “female” version of men’s items. Rapha visibly conceives its women’s items 
specifically for women from the start, with optimum comfort in mind and female-
specific cuts.

Rapha’s promotion of their women’s range also shows images of “real” women 
riders in action. We strongly support this image, which is far too rare in cycle-wear 
advertising.

---

The Sponsors :

Booking.com is the number 1 hotel and accommodation website today, with an in-
creasing choice of independent and alternative accommodation. We will be staying 
exclusively in Booking.com properties along the way, taking advantage of their 
vast coverage throughout Europe. Their head office lies on Rembrandt Square in 
Amsterdam.

---

La Bicyclette is a family-run bicycle shop in Paris who contribute to the strong 
sense of community in local cycling circles. It provides fantastic, personalised 
service by a family truly passionate about bicycles old and new. 

We owe much to this place of repair and knowledge, and support this inde-
pendent bicycle shop where one never fails to obtain good, honest advice. 



The Media :

Our blog : www.rideparisamsterdam.wordpress.com
Here we post the riders’ profiles, interviews and reports and photos of training 
specific to the project, both as a group and individually.

---

Our Facebook page : www.facebook.com/RideParisAmsterdam
With regular links and posts linking to the blog, this ensures visibility on the 
Facebook social network. We have over 368 followers to date.

The Paris Girls’ Ride blog :www.parisgirlsride.com
In addition to regular posts about wider events and rides, here we post regu-
lar links to keep our readers posted about the Paris - Amsterdam project, our 
major event of the year.

The project also features in the following links to date :

http://fixie-singlespeed.com/paris-amsterdam-girlsride-fixie-singlespeed/

http://la-bicyclette.over-blog.com/article-paris-amsterdam-girls-ri-
de116288845.html

http://latruffeauvent.blogspot.fr/2013/02/ride-paris-amsterdam.html

http://www.hotels-paris-rive-gauche.com/blog/2013/02/01/le-velo-a-la-con-
quete-de-paris/#more-22041



The Riders :

Pauline, 31.

            
Constance, 28.

Elisa, 29.



The Riders :

Marie-Anne, 26.

Maud, 29.

      Maria-Elisa, 25.


